Introduction
• A groom spent days in combing and rubbing down his horse, • But stole oats and sold them for his own profit.
• "Alas!" said the Horse, 
The leader
A coach who has the final say, but gathers information from staff before making a decision
• Produce high quality and high quantity work for long periods of time • Staff like the trust they receive and respond with cooperation, team spirit, and high morale 
The democratic leader

Democratic leadership should not be used when …
• Not enough time to get everyone's input • Easier and more cost-effective for the manager to make the decision • Can't afford mistakes • Manager feels threatened by this type of leadership • Staff safety is a critical concern
Laissez-Faire Leadership Style
• Also known as the "hands-off¨ style • The manager provides little or no direction and gives staff as much freedom as possible • All authority or power given to the staff and they determine goals, make decisions, and resolve problems on their own
An effective style to use …
• Staff highly skilled, experienced, and educated
• Staff have pride in their work and the drive to do it successfully on their own
• Outside experts, such as staff specialists or consultants used
• Staff trustworthy and experienced
Should not be used …
• Staff feel insecure at the unavailability of a manager
• The manager cannot provide regular feedback to staff on how well they are doing
• Managers unable to thank staff for their good work
• The manager doesn't understand his or her responsibilities and hoping the staff cover for him or her
Other Leadership Styles
Transformational Leadership
• Creates and sustains a context that maximizes human and organizational capabilities; • Facilitate multiple levels of transformation; and • Align them with core values and a unified purpose
To respond to a dynamic environment
The Transformational Leadership
• Make change happen in:
• Self, • Others, • Groups, and • Organizations
• Charisma a special leadership style commonly associated with transformational leadership; extremely powerful, extremely hard to teach
Transactional Leadership
• Emphasizes getting things done within the umbrella of the status quo
• In opposition to transformational leadership
• "By the book" approach -the person works within the rules
• Commonly seen in large, bureaucratic organizations
Creative Leadership
Ability to uniquely inspire people,
To complex and readily changing situations
To generate shared innovative responses and solutions
